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Dr. Rimaletta Ray uncovers an informative guide for English speakers
This book views self-growth through the prism of language intelligence perfection
STAMFORD, Conn. – According to Dr. Rimaletta Ray, each language constitutes a certain model of the
universe, a semiotic system of understanding of the world, and English makes this understanding universal now.
However, the present day state of any language learning is being done in the dark, without any understanding
of how language is being processed in the brain and without applying the latest developments in
neuroscience and psycholinguists. In her publication, “Language Intelligence or Universal English,” she
teaches English speakers to manage their language in the most benificial way.
This self-help language therapy book addresses the necessity to develop new language intelligence. It
rationalizes the English language knowledge in the brain on the basis of the Method of the Right Language
Behavior, the beneficial use of which is presented on both theoretical - Book One (Remedial Course of
Linguistic Apprenticeship) and practical levels - Book Two (Remedy Your Language Habits) and Book Three
(Remedy Your Speech Skill). These three books are connected with one method and the concept of a new
paradigm of language learning/speaking, based on a solid language awareness and conscious, controlled
language use.
It is the author’s goal to provide a very operative and comprehensive “remedies” for putting the incorrect
language habits and speech skills into a cohesive unit for a healthy English mentality to be formed in the brain
of the language users. This book presents very well sorted out information and organize it into the chunks that
serve as the shot-cuts in the brain, putting the disconnected, messy language knowledge into solid English
language awareness.
Insightful and a truly valuable read, “Language Intelligence or Universal English” inspires readers to realize the
necessity of viewing any language as the means for heightening one’s consciousness, as well as seeking and
creating breakthrough opportunities for developing new technology-oriented langauge intelligence. This will
help them build a new and more advanced emotional, professional, cultural and social intelligences that their
digital times make a priority.
For more information on this book, interested parties may log on to www.Xlibris.com.
About the Author
Dr. Rimaletta Ray is a scholar and a college professor, originally from Riga, Latvia. She has earned her PH. D in
Psycholinguistic from the Academy of Sciences in Moscow. She is proud to have worked under the guidance of
the Academician A. A. Leontief, an ardent follower of a renowned Russian psycholinguist, Leo Vigotskiy, very
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colleges of the USA for 20 years. Currently, she is a professor of English in the Norwalk Community College in
Connecticut.
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